wohnungshelden
Frontend Developer (m/w)
About wohnungshelden
wohnungshelden is a Munich-based real estate startup which delivers a SaaS solution for
the digital change of tenants. Our goal is to streamline the entire letting process while mining
and analyzing process data to deliver insights in the workflows and the market. Our main
target audience are large real estate companies with many lettings, e.g. new constructions,
large agencies or asset investors. Within the last year, we already acquired multiple
customers with approx. 250.000 apartments in total and now want to accelerate our
traction.
Our company took part at the only European PropTech accelerator – the Blackprint
PropTech Booster. Now we received our growth funding with well-known PropTech Business
angels and are searching for frontend developers to extend and improve the existing
solution.

Your profile

Responsibilities

-

-

-

Study related to web-technologies,
interface- or communication design
Experience in web-development with
JavaScript, Typescript, HTML and CSS
preprocessors (SCSS / SASS)
Preferably experience with Angular (5)
and Bootstrap 3 and Design Tools like
Sketch or InVision
Sense of aesthetics, design and user
behavior

-

Development of new features with
Angular und Bootstrap
Implementation of End-to-End Tests
Wireframing and design of prototypes
Visualization of UX-Flows and design of
detailed Mockups as a basis for
development
Close collaboration with the product
development team

Why joining wohnungshelden
If you’ve already gained frontend programming experience with JavaScript and especially
with Angular, e.g. in previous student jobs or in your free time, and you now want to get a
deep dive into building highly scalable architectures with state of the art technologies, then
you should definitely join us. We do not only provide the real startup flair with flat hierarchies,
flexible working times and an open culture, we are also seeking people who are passionate
about taking responsibilities and want to grow within the company.
Please get in touch with us at team@wohnungshelden.de - and btw. a resume is enough!
We are looking forward to hearing from you!
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